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Abstract

In the near future, 5G-connected vehicles will be able to exchange messages with each other, with the roadside infras-

tructure, with back-end servers, and with the Internet. They will do so with reduced latency, increased reliability, and

large throughput under high mobility and user density. Different services with different requirements, such as Advanced

Driving Assistance (ADA) and High Definition (HD) Video Streaming, will share the same physical resources, such as

the wireless channel. Thus, a rigid orchestration among them becomes necessary to prioritize network resource alloca-

tion. This study proposes a Connected Vehicle Service Orchestrator (CVSO) which optimizes the Quality of Experience

(QoE) of an in-vehicle infotainment video delivery service, while taking into account the required bandwidth for coexist-

ing high priority services, such as ADA. To this end, we provide an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for

the problem of optimally assigning a video streaming bitrate/quality per user to maximize the overall QoE, considering

information from the video service and the Radio Access Network (RAN) levels. Our system takes advantage of recent

developments in the area of Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC). In particular, we have implemented the CVSO and

other service-level components and have deployed them on top of a standards-compliant MEC platform that we have

developed. We exploit MEC-native services such as the Radio Network Information Service (RNIS) to offer the CVSO

the necessary level of RAN awareness. Experiments on a full LTE network testbed featuring our MEC platform demon-

strate the performance improvements our system brings in terms of video QoE. Furthermore, we propose and evaluate

different algorithms to solve the ILP, which exhibit different trade-offs between solution quality and execution time.

Keywords: Multi-access Edge Computing, 4G/5G systems, Connected Vehicles, Video Streaming, Quality of

Experience

1. Introduction

Future connected vehicles will exploit not only the in-

formation coming from their own sensors, as nowadays,

but also those of other vehicles, other road users (i.e.,

pedestrians, bicyclists, trucks), and those shared by the5

road infrastructure to implement advanced safety services [1].
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This trend poses significant challenges to the current com-

munication system, as information must reach its desti-

nation reliably and in near-real time, beyond what the

current wireless technology can offer.10

5G, the next generation of mobile communications, promises

improved performance in terms of reduced latency, in-

creased reliability, and higher throughput under high mo-

bility and user density [2]. The 5G Automotive Associa-

tion (5GAA) categorizes a comprehensive list of connected15

vehicle applications in four main groups of use cases [3]: (i)
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Safety, (ii) Convenience, (iii) Advanced Driving Assistance

(ADA), and (iv) Vulnerable Road User (VRU).

The applications grouped under the ADA use case (e.g.,

Real-Time Situational Awareness & High Definition Maps,20

See-Through and Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) of Au-

tomated Vehicles) are designed to improve traffic flow,

traffic signal timing, routing, variable speed limits, and

weather alerts. This group of applications is characterized

by the most challenging requirements in terms of latency25

and requested capacity. Indeed, they require the distribu-

tion of an often large amount of data with high reliability

and low latency.

At the same time, video streaming applications are

gaining popularity and are becoming one of the major30

Internet services for mobile consumers. Thus, in-vehicle

infotainment services are expected to stand out among

the most popular connected vehicle services. A meticu-

lous orchestration of such different services guaranteeing

the requested Quality of Experience (QoE) is, therefore,35

mandatory.

Recent developments and ETSI-driven standardization

activities in the area of Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) [4]

facilitate the cooperation of telecom operators and the au-

tomotive vertical industry and can play a fundamental40

role in this direction. MEC provides an execution envi-

ronment for the deployment of third party applications at

the mobile edge with a significant level of network aware-

ness via standardized interfaces, such as the Radio Net-

work Information (RNI) API [5]. This has the advantage45

of not only serving end users from edge servers, thus mini-

mizing latency and reducing core network traffic, but also

enabling the vertical service provider to perform network-

aware optimizations exploiting real-time radio network in-

formation, such as network load and per-user channel qual-50

ity indications.

This article presents the design, implementation, and

evaluation of a Connected Vehicle Service Orchestrator (CVSO),

which aims to optimize the QoE of a video streaming ser-

vice for infotainment, while guaranteeing the requested ca-55

pacity to coexisting ADA services. This orchestrator is

deployed as a MEC application, as is also the case for the

two considered services. The orchestration algorithm in-

volves the assignment of the appropriate video quality to

each user to maximize the overall viewing experience; this60

problem is formulated as an Integer Linear Program (ILP).

The orchestrator consists of a Video Streaming Controller

(VSC) that implements and solves the ILP, and a Radio

Link Measurement (RLM) component, which monitors the

network status by accessing the RNIS, feeding such infor-65

mation to the ILP model. Based on the obtained results,

the VSC sets the allowable video streaming bitrate, and

thus quality, for each mobile user that the Video Streaming

Server (VSS) application handles. Video is delivered us-

ing Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [6]70

technologies. This has the advantage of wide compatibil-

ity with standard HTTP servers and video players. Fur-

thermore, we exploit specific features of the MPEG-DASH

specification to control video quality in a MEC-assisted,

RAN-aware manner, and transparently to video clients.75

We evaluate our scheme through experiments over a

fully functional LTE testbed based on OpenAirInterface

(OAI),2 which also includes our standards-compliant MEC

platform implementation. Our results show that the CVSO

brings significant improvements in terms of user experi-80

ence compared with standard receiver-driven DASH video

adaptation mechanisms and with non-adaptive streaming.

Finally, we provide alternative algorithms to solve the ILP

for video assignment, which we evaluate in terms of execu-

tion time and solution quality. In particular, we solve the85

problem to optimality using a state-of-the-art solver im-

plementing a branch-and-cut algorithm and demonstrate

that even for very large numbers of users, in the order of

thousands, it takes less than 1.5 s to derive the optimal

video representation assignment. This adds to our sys-90

tem’s feasibility. We also implement a genetic algorithm

2http://www.openairinterface.org/
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and a simple heuristic as low-cost alternatives. These algo-

rithms allow the system operator to trade solution quality

for faster execution time, which may be be important in

scenarios with very large numbers of users and when very95

low response time is desired. Our results on optimality

vs. running time can provide insight to the system oper-

ator on which strategy to select to solve the optimization

problem under the given conditions (i.e., number of users

simultaneously accessing the video service).100

It should be noted that although a significant body

of theoretical and experimental works [7–16] study vari-

ous aspects of MEC-based video delivery, to the best of

our knowledge, and other contributions aside, ours is the

first to present a complete standards-compliant design and105

implementation, as well as testbed experiments of a RAN-

aware MPEG-DASH video delivery architecture and at the

same time over an ETSI MEC platform, with a view to the

automotive vertical industry.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Sec-110

tion 2 we provide a review of the relevant literature. Sec-

tion 3 is dedicated to the CVSO architecture from design

to implementation, while our ILP model and algorithms

for QoE-aware video bitrate assignment are presented in

Section 4. Section 5 presents a user-centric (video QoE)115

and a provider-centric (ILP solution quality and execution

time) performance evaluation of our scheme via testbed ex-

periments and executions of video quality assignment al-

gorithms in isolation, respectively. We discuss important

operational decisions that we have not addressed in this120

article in Section 6 and conclude this work in Section 7. A

list of acronyms used in the article can be found in Table 1.

2. Related work

Edge computing, in general, and Multi-access Edge

Computing, in particular, are seen as a critical enablers125

for applications across various vertical industries. This

is reflected in a set of proposed use cases by ETSI [17],

which include multimedia-related and automotive ones.

Table 1: List of acronyms

AppD Application Descriptor

ADA Advanced Driving Assistant

CAM Cooperative Awareness Message

CQI Channel Quality Indicator

CVSO Connected Vehicle Service Orchestrator

DASH Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

DENM Decentralized Environmental Notification

Message

eMBB enhanced Mobile BroadBand

EPC Evolved Packet Core

FQDN Fully Qualified Domain Name

GA Genetic Algorithm

HSS Home Subscriber Server

ILP Integer Linear Program

MME Mobility Management Entity

MOS Mean Opinion Score

MPD Media Presentation Description

NSSMF Network Slice Subnet Management Func-

tion

OVS Open vSwitch

PI Playout Interruption

PRB Physical Resource Block

QoE Quality of Experience

QP Quantization Parameter

RAN Radio Access Network

RLM Radio Link Measurement

RNI(S) Radio Network Information (Service)

S/P-GW Service/PDN Gateway

SAND Server And Network-Assisted DASH

UE User Equipment

URLLC Ultra Reliable and Low Latency Communi-

cation

VSC Video Streaming Controller

VSS Video Streaming Server
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Apart from moving computation closer to the end device,

which has direct advantages in terms of latency and reduc-130

ing communication overhead in backbone links [18], MEC

comes with a significant level of context awareness, mainly

due to the availability of MEC-native services such as the

RNIS and the Location Service. This allows deploying

context-aware third-party applications at the mobile edge,135

which can take advantage of standardized interfaces to ac-

cess RAN-level information at a fine granularity to opti-

mize their operation. Also, this provides opportunities to

operators to monetize on the value of their data by ex-

posing them to third parties for profit. The volume and140

diversity of RAN-level monitoring data, and their correla-

tion with application-perceived performance and with the

network’s operational state, raise the need and create op-

portunities for RAN analytics [19]. These can find use in

a wide range of scenarios, from network troubleshooting145

and network resource management [20] to QoE-optimized

service delivery, which is the focus of our work.

An early effort to use MEC for improved video delivery

performance is due to Fajardo et al. [7]. At the time of

their publication, the ETSI MEC architecture and the re-150

lated services and interfaces were not yet mature. The au-

thors introduce a network-assisted adaptation function as

a MEC application and present simulations to demonstrate

QoE improvements, focusing on H.264/SVC-encoded video.

Li et al. [11] present a scheme for joint access network155

selection and video quality assignment for DASH video

delivery for multi-homed users. Their optimization algo-

rithm runs as a MEC application and takes into account

per-UE capacity information based on information from

the RNIS. While they present technical details on how160

they take advantage of MEC in their video delivery ar-

chitecture, they do not discuss how information from the

RNIS is actually used, while their system is evaluated in

a testbed where the RAN and MEC are emulated.

Sabella et al. [12], on the other hand, present an imple-165

mentation of Radio Aware Video optimization in a fully

Virtualized Network (RAVEN), one of ETSI MEC ISG’s

proofs of concept.3 They implement a video streaming

application on top of an LTE testbed, where mobile users

capture and upload video which is consumed by other mo-170

bile users with the mediation of a video server. A video

optimizer is notified of RAN congestion events or poor UE

channel quality by the RNIS, and in turn adjusts the en-

coding parameters to adapt the video bitrate accordingly.

Our RNIS implementation is different, but shares the same175

southbound API with OAI-based eNodeBs. Furthermore,

our video streaming service is based on DASH and our

adaptation logic is QoE-aware and executed transparently

to video clients, while we also address management and

orchestration issues.180

Salsano et al. [8] implement a video streaming service

in the context of the Superfluidity architecture [21], where

the end-to-end video service, as well as MEC services such

as traffic offloading are decomposed in a set of lightweight

“reusable functional blocks,” which can be seamlessly exe-185

cuted at the edge, the core, or remote clouds. Their focus

is on demonstrating the architectural principles of Super-

fluidity, and their evaluation is around traffic offloading

aspects and the impact of the transition of blocks between

the core and the edge, rather than RAN aspects and ETSI190

MEC compatibility.

Taleb et al. [22] propose a video CDN slicing architec-

ture compatible with ETSI NFV-MANO and ETSI MEC,

combining empirical models of video QoE as a function of

service workload with multi-level service monitoring (com-195

pute resource load, RAN-level conditions, video QoE probes

running as VNFs, and QoE-related feedback provided by

the clients) to drive resource allocation and elastic man-

agement mechanisms. The authors design decision making

algorithms to identify the root cause of quality degrada-200

tion and act accordingly via compute resource scaling or

video adaptation. Instead of adapting the video stream

via DASH techniques, as in our case, the authors propose

3https://mecwiki.etsi.org/index.php?title=Ongoing_PoCs
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to modify it on the fly via a MEC transcoding service.

Furthermore, their approach may require additional func-205

tionality at the video player to record and report video in-

terruptions and other playout-related information, which

is not the case in our design.

Mehrabi et al. [14] present a MEC-assisted DASH video

delivery design, as well as low-complexity algorithms for210

client-to-edge-server assignment and bitrate selection. Via

simulation, they show their algorithms to improve on achiev-

able throughput, resource utilization, and QoE-related met-

rics such as the average video bitrate per client and ini-

tial buffering delay, while balancing with bitrate alloca-215

tion fairness. We share the same motivation and approach,

namely to provide network assistance in the streaming pro-

cess. However, the authors rely on MPEG Server And

Network Assisted DASH (SAND) [23], which involves ex-

plicit feedback from video clients and is not compatible220

with legacy DASH players. Instead of relying on SAND,

we do so fully transparently to the client, showing in de-

tail how ETSI MEC standard services and interfaces are

used, and evaluating our implementation via testbed ex-

periments over our ETSI-compliant MEC platform.225

Ge et al. [10] focus on user-generated high-definition

video content, and propose to selectively cache video seg-

ments at the edge for a limited amount of time. While

they also carry out manifest manipulations at the edge (al-

beit on HLS-formatted video), they focus on 4K live video230

streaming scenarios, where quality adaptations should be

limited or disabled, or are not possible at all. In the case

of video on demand, Ge et al. [9] propose techniques for

adaptive prefetching of DASH video chunks at the edge.

In both cases, the authors present extensive experimen-235

tal results over an LTE-A testbed, but not using ETSI

MEC as their edge computing platform. Tan et al. [13]

also implement an edge caching system where the segment

representations to cache are selected based on information

about content popularity and the signal conditions per UE.240

In the context of immersive video applications, Shi et

al. [15] design and implement MEC-VR, an end-to-end

Virtual Reality system which delivers 360°video, where

rendering takes place with the collaboration of a remote

server and the client device. In contrast with our work,245

MEC-VR is latency-centric. The authors use edge com-

puting to reduce remote rendering delays, and the amount

of video that is rendered remotely is decided according

to latency. In addition, they do not consider any MEC-

specific features and services, other than placing compu-250

tation close to end devices. Rigazzi et al. [16] present

a three-tier architecture spanning the cloud-fog-edge con-

tinuum, with compute intensive video processing tasks be-

ing offloaded to the edge where GPU-powered devices re-

side. Service orchestration is implemented using the Fog05255

framework.4 That work focuses on some complementary

aspects to ours, namely computation offloading and end-

to-end orchestration, for a different type of video streaming

application. Also, an ETSI MEC compatible architecture

is not directly assumed and the services thereof, such as260

the RNIS, are not exploited, while the evaluation is carried

out for a single-user scenario.

The role of MEC in the automotive space has been

highlighted by Giust et al. [24] and ETSI has recently

published a group report on MEC support for V2X use265

cases [25]. A safety-critical use case is intersection con-

trol and collision avoidance, where the role of MEC in

extending vehicles’ perception range is studied by Olmos

et al. [26]. This is also the subject of the work of Avino et

al. [27], who design and implement a MEC-based extended270

virtual sensing service that fully complies with ETSI MEC

and ITS [28] specifications, including a collision avoidance

algorithm. Notably, this service is deployed over our MEC

platform, and, as such, it is the first of its kind to be

implemented and evaluated on top of a real, standards-275

compliant, MEC system.

In the context of advanced driving assistance, Keivani

et al. [29] propose a vision-based system for forward colli-

4https://fog05.io
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sion warning, using smartphones onboard to capture and

transmit video to edge servers, where compute-intensive280

detection and tracking algorithms are executed. Mahesh-

wari et al. [30] present EdgeDrive, a augmented reality

ADA system using head-mounted devices, offloading com-

putation tasks to containers that can migrate across edge

hosts. These systems focus on a different family of vehic-285

ular applications to ours, are not tailored to ETSI MEC

architectures, and are evaluated via simulation or emula-

tion.

Nguyen at al. [31], on the other hand, focus on the

protection of vulnerable road users and propose a system290

where pedestrian or other VRU context information col-

lection, as well as the execution of collision detection algo-

rithms, are either carried out on user devices or are adap-

tively offloaded to MEC servers. Napolitano et al. [32]

implement a VRU application on Android devices, whose295

server-side components are executed at MEC hosts, and

compare different access technologies (LTE vs. Wi-Fi) and

placement strategies (MEC vs. cloud) in terms of latency

to deliver Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) to the

server.300

Service migration across MEC hosts, an issue that we

are not addressing in this work, is the focus of Campolo

et al. [33]. They propose a reference architecture inte-

grating ETSI MEC and Cellular V2X, use pre-relocation

techniques to migrate service components to the appro-305

priate MEC host using knowledge or predictions of the

trajectories of vehicles, and experimentally demonstrate

improvements in terms of service disruption times using a

docker-based proof of concept.

A summary and classification of the relevant state of310

the art is presented in Table 2.

3. Connected Vehicle Service Orchestrator Archi-

tecture and Components

This section details the Connected Vehicle Service Or-

chestrator architecture and its MEC-based components,315

namely the Video Streaming Controller and the Radio

Link Measurement module. In addition, the Video Stream-

ing Server application and its interaction with clients are

described.

3.1. Managing coexisting automotive service components320

Figure 1 shows the proposed application orchestration

scheme. The two orchestrator components, namely the

VSC and the RLM, and the VSS are deployed at a MEC

host. The ADA component (road safety application) is

also depicted. As elaborated next, its capacity require-325

ments are known to the CVSO, and are taken into ac-

count by considering an amount of necessary radio link

resources as reserved per connected vehicle. The internal

workings of this component are outside the scope of this

work. The interested reader may refer to [27] for more330

details on an ADA service for collision avoidance deployed

over our MEC platform.

Figure 1: Proposed Architecture.

In the network-slicing enabled 4G/5G network environ-

ment that we target [34], high-priority automotive services

such as the road safety application, can be served via end-335

to-end network slices with dedicated network and compute

resources. Slice orchestration components are in charge of

allocating RAN, transport and core network resources for

slices as per the request of the automotive vertical ser-

vice provider. These allocation decisions are enforced by340

6



Table 2: Summary of the relevant (mobile/multi-access) edge computing literature. X: contribution on the topic, feature supported or aspect

addressed; (X): aspect partially addressed or feature partially supported; n/a: not applicable; -: not supported/addressed.
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X X X X X X X X X - - n/a n/a - - n/a n/a n/a X

Bitrate/quality

adaptation

mechanisms

X X X - X X - - - - - n/a n/a - - n/a n/a n/a X

Legacy

DASH/HLS

video clients

(X)a X - X - - X X X n/a (X)b n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a X
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modeling &
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RAN aware X X X - X X X X X - - - - - - - - - X

Management/
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Vehicular en-
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T
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testbed
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ETSI MEC

platform
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a Relies on MPEG SAND.

b Focuses on 360 video. Requires the player to report the user orientation.

c Uplink video transmitted from cameras to edge servers for processing.

d Augmented reality ADAS applications. Video from head-mounted devices is sent to edge servers for processing.7



Network Slice Subnet Management Functions (NSSMF)

which arbitrate low-level resource allocation across com-

peting slices by communicating with control-plane entities

such as RAN controllers, as we have described in our prior

work [35]. The automotive vertical typically requests the345

deployment of network slices tailored to the QoS require-

ments of each service component, which are highly diverse.

In our case, the road safety service is considered a high-

priority one, with typically low bandwidth but high relia-

bility and low latency requirements, and can thus be con-350

sidered to belong to the Ultra Reliable and Low Latency

Communication (URLLC) service class. The infotainment

service, on the other hand, has higher bandwidth demands

but may be delivered in a best-effort manner within a low-

priority enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB) slice.355

Note that the CVSO is managed by the automotive

vertical, operating independently of slice orchestration and

management, which is implemented by the network opera-

tor. Therefore, while the RAN resources and, in turn, the

QoS required by the road safety service can be guaranteed360

by a high-priority URLLC slice, it is up to the CVSO to

optimize the performance of the video streaming service

via intra-slice coordination of competing video flows. One

of the CVSO’s tasks in this process is to estimate what is

the available bandwidth left for the video streaming ser-365

vice in terms of Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs) per User

Equipment (UE), and make the best of it by appropri-

ately and dynamically selecting the video bitrate assigned

to each user. This available bandwidth depends on (i) the

throughput requirements of the road safety service and (ii)370

the PRBs that the slicing system dedicates to achieve this.

The latter may fluctuate with the changes in the channel

quality of UEs: the lower the channel quality, the higher

the number of radio resources that need to be allocated to

attain the same throughput performance.375

The class of road safety applications that we assume

in this work involves the delivery of Decentralized Envi-

ronmental Notification Messages (DENM) from the net-

work/infrastructure to vehicles, as specified in ETSI EN

302 637-3 [36]. These messages may be generated period-380

ically or asynchronously in an event-driven manner,5 and

thus may involve constant- or variable-bitrate downlink

traffic per vehicle. Typically, DENM packets are small,

in the order of tens of bytes, and their transmission fre-

quency is low. For example, in the experimental evaluation385

of Santa et al. [37], one DENM packet per second is gen-

erated with a size of 49 bytes. According to ETSI [38],

DENM transmission frequency depends on the nature of

the application, usually ranging from 1 to 10 Hz, and can

be adjusted depending on the criticality of the situation.390

These can provide sensible upper bounds on the bandwidth

that needs to be reserved by the network slice within which

the road safety service is delivered. The traffic character-

istics of the road safety service are known to the CVSO.

This information is combined with real-time per-UE chan-395

nel quality data readily available by the RNIS in order

to estimate the RAN resources (PRBs) that are not re-

served for the safety service and are thus usable by the

video streaming one. This takes place by mapping the UE

channel quality to an achievable throughput.400

3.2. Video streaming control and RAN monitoring

The VSC makes the orchestration decisions. Thus, it

performs the following actions:

1. It periodically builds an ILP problem to assign video

representations/qualities to each connected user ac-405

cessing the video service, taking into account the

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) values received from

the RLM.

2. It solves the above optimization problem.

3. According to the solution of the optimization prob-410

lem, it selects the appropriate video representation

for each user and it communicates it to the VSS as

described in Section 3.3.

5After an event occurs, the DENM may be repeated periodically

with an application-defined frequency.
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Note that the VSC needs to be aware of the subset of

the connected UEs that are simultaneously participating415

in the video streaming service.

The purpose of the RLM is to maintain a view of the

status of the RAN conditions. In particular, it accesses the

RNIS over its standardized interface to have an updated

view of the number of users per eNodeB in the area that420

it manages6 and their CQI values. This information is

critical for estimating each user’s link capacity, and, in

turn, the video bitrate that it can sustain.

The CQI values are normally reported by the UE to the

eNodeB via standard LTE procedures. In our MEC plat-425

form implementation, which is tailored to OAI, we use the

FlexRAN architecture and protocol [39] to extract them

(as well as a wealth of other RAN-level information) from

the eNodeB and make them available to the RNIS, so that

MEC applications such as the RLM can consume them.7430

The VSC receives CQI updates from the RLM and uses

this information as ILP input.

3.3. MEC-assisted video streaming service

The VSS contains the video available for streaming and

the information describing the content. In our proposed435

scheme, the VSS is also deployed as a MEC application in-

stance and plays the role of an edge video cache. This has

the advantage of serving users from a nearby location, thus

reducing startup latencies and saving on backhaul network

resources. Our adopted technology for video streaming is440

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH). DASH

is a streaming technique that enables high quality stream-

ing of media content over the Internet delivered from con-

6Each edge data center and the respective MEC platform may

correspond to a region containing multiple mobile network cells. In

this scenario, each CVSO would orchestrate the video delivery and

ADA services for all the users/vehicles within these cells. For sim-

plicity, we can consider that there is a single MEC Platform, and

thus, CVSO instance, per network cell.
7For more details on our MEC platform and RNIS implementa-

tion, the reader is referred to [40].

ventional HTTP web servers. MPEG-DASH works by par-

titioning the content into a sequence of small video seg-445

ments, each containing a short duration of video (typically

a few seconds).

Information about the available representations needed

by clients is stored in the Media Presentation Description

(MPD) file [41]. The MPD file structure follows a hierar-450

chical data model containing one or more periods. Each

period contains video characteristics such as available bi-

trates, resolutions, codecs, and segment IDs.

Normally, to play the content, an MPEG-DASH client

first obtains the MPD over HTTP. By analyzing the MPD,455

the client learns about all the content characteristics. Then,

it selects the appropriate representation among the avail-

able listed in the MPD according to the network condi-

tions. Finally, it starts streaming the content by fetching

the segments related to the selected representation by is-460

suing HTTP GET requests. After appropriate buffering to

deal with network throughput variations, the client con-

tinues fetching the subsequent segments of the selected

representations. Meanwhile, the client may monitor the

available network bandwidth and its fluctuations and ap-465

propriately adapt to it by fetching segments of a different

representation characterized by a lower or higher bitrate,

as listed in the MPD, to match the current network con-

ditions.

One disadvantage of pure receiver-driven approaches470

for bitrate adaptation is the fact that the video client takes

adaptation decisions based on bandwidth estimates only,

lacking accurate knowledge of the actual network condi-

tions. This is one of the issues that the MPEG SAND

standard [23, 42] aims to address. SAND involves the475

exchange of quality-related information between SAND-

aware clients and servers and between DASH-Aware Net-

work Elements (DANE) for improved adaptation decisions.

SAND, however, requires specific extensions to DASH clients

to support it.480

Our approach to offer server assistance in the video
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delivery process is different, since one of our targets is

for our server-side mechanisms to be transparent to the

clients and to support default DASH players without any

modifications. However, we plan to study how to integrate485

SAND mechanisms in our design in future work.

In our proposed scheme, since the VSS is deployed at

a MEC host, it can take advantage of the availability of

RAN-level information coming from the RNIS and adapt

the contents of the MPD files requested dynamically and490

on a per-user basis, according to the current link capac-

ities of the involved clients. We have implemented this

functionality as follows.

The VSS operates an HTTP front-end proxy which re-

ceives user requests for MPD files. This proxy also has495

an internal REST HTTP interface where the VSC posts

updates about the outcome of the video representation

assignment algorithm. In particular, each time the VSC

is executed, it updates the VSS front-end with <user IP

address-video representation> pairs. When the VSS front-500

end receives a request for an MPD file, it fetches it from

the VSS, modifies it so that it contains only the appro-

priate video representation, and sends it back to the user.

This procedure is transparent to the video client, which

proceeds with downloading the video chunks that corre-505

spond to the representation selected for it by the VSC via

the URLs specified in the MPD file.

To force the clients to periodically request an updated

MPD that reflects the current network state, we use a

mechanism that is specified in MPEG-DASH, thus main-510

taining the compliance of our solution with the standard:

we exploit the minimumUpdatePeriod MPD attribute. When

this attribute is set in the MPD file, the client re-fetches

a fresh version of it when the timeout defined in the min-

imumUpdatePeriod expires.515

Finally, to ensure that the VSC always has an accurate

view of the subset of connected users in the cell which are

actually consuming the video service and thus should be

considered by the algorithm, we rely on notifications from

the VSS: Each time the VSS front end receives an MPD520

request, it posts an update to the VSC with the client’s IP

address, reporting it as active. If a client has not requested

a file for longer than a predefined time interval (adequately

larger than minimumUpdatePeriod), it is considered inac-

tive and is removed from the VSC’s list of video service525

participants.

3.4. Service preparation and deployment

To deploy an instance of our service, a standardized

procedure takes place, where the service provider (automo-

tive vertical) packages, onboards, and requests the instan-530

tiation of its application components, namely the RLM,

VSC, and VSS, over the reference points specified by ETSI

MEC. In particular, the vertical accesses the OSS/BSS via

a Customer Facing Service (CFS), which forwards appli-

cation lifecycle management operations (e.g., onboarding,535

instantiation, termination) to the OSS/BSS over the Mx1

reference point. We should note that Mx1 is not further

specified [4, Clause 7.2.3]. In our implementation, we have

built it as a web portal which controls authentication and

authorization of third parties deploying MEC applications,540

and directly interfaces with the MEC Orchestrator (MEO)

by using the latter’s Mm1 REST API endpoint, as spec-

ified in ETSI MEC 010-2 [43]. The ETSI MEC specifi-

cation also supports two alternative instantiation mecha-

nisms. For specific applications, the MEC operator may545

request their instantiation directly to the MEO over Mm1.

This however applies mainly to operator-controlled ser-

vices, rather than third-party vertical services as in our

case. It is also possible to create a MEC application in-

stance by communicating with a special entity, the UE550

Application LifeCycle-Management Proxy, if the latter is

provided by the MEC system. This takes place over the

Mx2 reference point, as specified in ETSI MEC 016 [44]

and elaborated by Sabella et al. [45].

Each MEC application package is described by an Ap-555

plication Descriptor (AppD). The format of the AppD is
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specified in ETSI MEC 010-2 and it is the equivalent of

a VNF descriptor (VNFD) in ETSI NFV-MANO [46], in-

cluding a path to the application image, requirements for

specific MEC services, application latency and minimum560

compute resource constraints.

In line with our microservices-inspired approach, each

component of our service is prepared as a separate MEC

application package, and an issue to be addressed is how

these components will discover each other once they are565

instantiated. In our design, the vertical uses the special

appDNSRule field of the AppD to provide one (or more)

Fully Qualified Domain Name(s) (FQDN) for each specific

component. These DNS rules are applied by the MEC

platform at application instantiation time by updating the570

MEC DNS service with the respective records. They are

then used by the RLM, VSC, and VSS to discover each

other and also by the UEs to be able to connect to the VSS

and discover other application endpoints that the service

provider may expose to its end devices. It is reasonable to575

assume that in this automotive context, in-vehicle devices

are preconfigured to access the aforementioned services at

well-known FQDNs and URLs; it is then a matter of the

MEC system to resolve these names to the IP addresses of

the appropriate service instances.580

It is also important that the applications are archi-

tected with MEC awareness. This implies that they should

be able to discover the MEC platform and consume its ser-

vices via well defined interfaces. The latter takes place over

the Mp1 reference point, with procedures and interfaces585

standardized in ETSI MEC 011 [47]. However, the stan-

dard does not define how applications discover the MEC

platform itself in the first place. Again, we implement

this functionality via DNS, preconfiguring MEC applica-

tion packages with a well-known FQDN for the MEC plat-590

form.

4. QoE-aware video representation selection: Prob-

lem formulation and algorithms

In our application scenario, the video service provider

makes videos available in a distinct set of representations,595

each with its own bitrate which maps to a specific QoE

value. It should be noted that for the same codec settings,

bitrate, and resolution, and even if we ignore the effects

of other impairments (e.g., buffering events, display quali-

ties), different videos might come with different QoE since600

the content itself (e.g., the amount of motion in the video)

affects the relationship between video quality and bitrate.

In this work, we do not take into account such effects.

The purpose of the VSC is to select the most appro-

priate video representation for each user, considering the605

available network capacity, load (i.e., number of users shar-

ing radio resources), and the individual link characteristics

(channel quality), to maximize the overall user experience

expressed as the sum of the users’ QoE values. We formu-

late this problem as an ILP with the following parameters:610

• n: number of mobile users connected to the VSS ;

• m: number of video representations available in the

VSS ;

• bj : video bitrate of representation j;

• Ej : QoE corresponding to video representation j;615

• Ri
1PRB : achievable bitrate by user i in one Physical

Resource Block (PRB); it is extracted from Table

7.1.7.1-1 of [48] and it is a function of the CQI value

of the ith user;

• Ri
MAX : maximum achievable bitrate by user i ac-620

cording to its CQI value.8 It is similarly extracted

8This value is computed by assuming that user i is assigned all the

PRBs available for the video streaming service. This also captures

the bandwidth requirements of the ADA service per individual user,

which has higher priority. A per user bandwidth requirement for

ADA can be translated to PRBs for a given UE CQI; Ri
MAX is then

calculated based on the remaining PRBs.
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from Table 7.1.7.1-1 of [48];

• PRBV SS : portion of the overall number of PRBs

usable by the video streaming service.

The binary variable xij indicates whether mobile user i625

is assigned video representation j. In our problem formula-

tion, QoE is expressed in terms of the Mean Opinion Score

(MOS). The MOS is defined as the expected rating that

a panel of users would give to the quality of the transmit-

ted video in the 1-5 scale, where 1 represents the poorest630

quality and 5 an excellent one [49]. QoE can be estimated

from video quality parameters, such as interruption statis-

tics and encoding parameters, which can be translated to

MOS as we explain in Section 5. The estimated MOS that

corresponds to each representation (Ej values), which is635

related to its bitrate and, in turn, to the specific encoder

parameters used to produce it, is calculated offline and is

reasonably assumed to be known to the VSC. The problem

is therefore modelled as the following binary ILP.

maximize

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

Ejxij (1)

subject to

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

bj
Ri

1PRB

xij ≤ PRBV SS (2)

bjxij ≤ Ri
MAX ,∀i ∈ [1, n] (3)

m∑
j=1

xij ≤ 1,∀i ∈ [1, n] (4)

xij = {0, 1},∀i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,m] (5)

Constraint (2) ensures that the sum of all the PRBs640

necessary for the video representations assigned to mobile

users is less than those available to the video streaming

service. In other words, this guarantees that the total re-

quired bandwidth for the video service does not exceed

the capacity. Constraint (3) ensures that a video repre-645

sentation is not assigned to user i if its bitrate cannot be

accommodated by the user (individual user capacity con-

straint). Finally, constraint (4) guarantees that a user is

assigned at most one video representation and (5) restricts

the decision variables to binary values.650

Note that due to constraint (4), this problem always

admits a (trivial) feasible solution, where no user is as-

signed any video. This could be the case in extreme con-

ditions where there is not enough capacity to admit even a

single user, given the bandwidth requirements of the avail-655

able video representations.

Proposition 1. The QoE-aware video representation se-

lection problem is NP-hard.

Proof. The above problem is a generalization of the k-item

Integer Knapsack Problem (kIKP), also known as the Car-660

dinality Constrained Knapsack Problem (see [50, Chapter

9.7] for a study of its binary version), where a knapsack of

capacity c and m types of items are available, each of the

latter associated with a profit pj and a weight wj , with

j = 1, . . . ,m. The objective is to select a number (inte-665

ger) yj ≥ 0 of items of each type to put in the knapsack

such that their sum of profits
∑m

j=1 pjyj is maximized,

subject to the constraints that
∑m

j=1 wjyj ≤ c (capacity

constraint) and
∑m

j=1 yj ≤ k (cardinality constraint; no

more than k items can be placed in the knapsack). In par-670

ticular, by assuming that all users enjoy perfect channel

conditions and are thus indistinguishable, with identical

values Ri
1PRB = r in constraint (2), and restricting indi-

vidual link capacities to a value Ri
MAX = M ≥ PRBV SSr

for all i = 1, . . . , n (i.e., higher than the overall network675

capacity, thus eliminating individual capacity constraints),

we have an equivalent kIKP instance, where item type j

corresponds to video representation j with pj = Ej and

wj = bj , knapsack capacity equals the total bandwidth

allocated to the video streaming service (c = PRBV SSr),680

and k = n. Because of constraint (4), no more than k

representations (items) can be selected. Since there are no

individual link capacity constraints and users are identical

and indistinguishable, they do not affect the assignment

process and any assignment that maximizes (1) directly685
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corresponds to an optimal kIKP item selection and vice

versa. The QoE-aware video representation selection prob-

lem is thus NP-hard, as a generalization of kIKP (itself

a generalization of the NP-hard Integer Knapsack Prob-

lem). �690

Despite the NP-hardness of the problem, our experi-

mental results presented in Section 5.3 show that it can be

solved to optimality in acceptable time for reasonably sized

problem instances using state-of-the-art solvers, and in

particular via the branch-and-cut algorithm [51] provided695

by the CPLEX optimization studio. We have also de-

signed and implement the following two heuristics, which

solve the problem considerably faster as the number of UEs

grows, albeit at the cost of deriving suboptimal solutions.

Genetic algorithm. A genetic algorithm [52] represents prob-700

lem solutions as chromosomes, each composed of a group

of genes. In our case, a chromosome encodes the set of UEs

and a gene is the video representation assigned to a single

UE. The algorithm maintains a solution pool with S can-

didates, and explores the solution space by iteratively ap-705

plying a sequence of crossover and mutation operations on

selected chromosomes. At each iteration of the algorithm,

i.e., a generation, pairs of chromosomes are selected uni-

formly at random for crossover and exchange genes, thus

creating new offspring, i.e., new candidate solutions. Also,710

each chromosome mutates with a very low probability. In

this case, one of its genes is selected uniformly at random

and its assigned video representation is changed randomly.

The purpose of mutation is to introduce diversity in the

solution pool. Whenever a new candidate solution is gen-715

erated either by mutation or by crossover, all the problem

constraints are checked and, if violated, the candidate is

not added to the solution pool. At the end of a genera-

tion, the top-S solutions in terms of a fitness function (in

our case, the objective function (1)) form the new solu-720

tion pool. The algorithm terminates if the fitness function

value of the best solution in the pool remains unchanged

(or changes by less than a very small threshold value) for

a fixed number of generations or a if maximum number of

generations is reached. The chromosome with the high-725

est fitness value is the solution returned by the algorithm.

The running time of the algorithm depends on its parame-

ters, i.e., the solution pool size, the number of generations,

and the crossover and mutation rates, that is the number

of crossover operations that take place at each round and730

the probability that a chromosome is subject to mutation,

respectively.

Baseline. This is a simple iterative algorithm that first

sorts UEs and video representations in decreasing CQI

and increasing bitrate order, respectively. It begins by as-735

signing the lowest-bitrate representation to as many UEs

as possible, and iterates over representations operating in

the same manner, aiming to assign better bitrate (and thus

quality) representations to the UEs which have the capac-

ity to sustain them. The algorithm terminates when there740

is no more available network capacity or when there are

no users whose video bitrate can be improved due to their

individual link constraints.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Testbed description and experimental methodology745

The testbed shown in Figure 2 is utilized for our ex-

perimental evaluation. We have implemented a complete

MEC system tailored to OAI that complies with ETSI

MEC specifications, also including a fully fledged RNIS.

Our testbed includes an OAI LTE network, with the ap-750

propriate extensions to interface with our MEC platform.

Figure 2: Utilised testbed.
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The OAI-based Evolved Packet Core (EPC) contains

the implementation of the following core network elements:

the Serving and PDN Gateways (S/P-GW) bundled in a

single software component, the Mobility Management En-755

tity (MME) and the Home Subscriber Server (HSS). They

are deployed as a set of virtual machines on top of the kvm

hypervisor. At the S/P-GW level, we have followed the

Control-User Plane Separation principle [53], and use it to

implement traffic steering towards MEC applications. In760

particular, the S/P-GW control and data plane are split,

and user data plane traffic is handled by an Open vSwitch

(OVS) instance. When specific MEC applications are de-

ployed to which traffic needs to be offloaded (as is the case,

e.g., for the VSS), the appropriate traffic redirection rules765

are installed by the MEC platform to OVS and the latter

steers traffic appropriately. Further details on our MEC

platform are not within the scope of this article.

The OAI eNodeB is a standards-compliant implemen-

tation of a subset of LTE Release 14. The Ettus B210770

USRP device is a fully integrated, single-board, Univer-

sal Software Radio Peripheral platform and acts as radio

front-end, which is connected to a dedicated Intel i7 host

running the OAI eNodeB software.

Two Huawei EE372 dongles, each connected to a lap-775

top, equipped with a preconfigured SIM card able to con-

nect to the OAI mobile network act as UEs. The UEs

are connected to the same eNodeB and are located at dif-

ferent distances from the eNodeB, in order to make sure

that they have significantly different CQI values. A first780

UE (i.e., UE1) is located at a distance d1 while a second

UE (i.e., UE2) is placed at a distance d2, as shown in the

figure.

The MEC platform hosts the CVSO and its MEC-

based components, namely the VSC and the RLM, as785

well as the VSS. The RLM consumes CQI reports from

the RNIS and makes them available to the VSC to run

the video representation assignment algorithm. The VSC

communicates with the VSS front-end to notify it of up-

to-date video representation assignments over the latter’s790

internal interface via HTTP (see Section 3.3).

In our experiments, we used different representations

of the same test video (the 10m54s Blender Foundation’s

“Elephants Dream” movie9), which are stored in the VSS

and are made available for streaming. Using the ffm-795

peg tool,10 the test clip is H.264/AVC-encoded in six files

with different bitrates approximately equal to 256 Kbps,

512 Kbps, 1024 Kbps, 2048 Kbps, 4096 Kbps, and 8192 Kbps,

respectively, with a 1280× 720 resolution.

The different representations are then prepared for DASH800

delivery using GPAC’s MP4Box utility.11 Each segment

has a duration of 2s.12 The minimumUpdatePeriod MPD

file attribute is set so that the mobile users request an

updated version of the MPD file every 10 s.

The proposed CVSO is then evaluated in terms of the805

achieved QoE when the movie is streamed simultaneously

to both UEs. QoE is principally affected by the video en-

coding quality, determined by the Quantization Parame-

ter (QP) used for encoding, and the Playout Interruptions

(PI) caused by buffering delays due to insufficient band-810

width. We make the assumption that the effect of the

impairments related to interruptions and picture quality

(QP) on QoE is additive.13 This is a typical assumption

for QoE assessment, both for video [56, 57] and VoIP ser-

vices [58]. In order to measure these impairments, we use815

a combination of existing tools as in [11].

Regarding the effects of interruptions (IPI), we use

9https://orange.blender.org/
10https://trac.ffmpeg.org/
11https://gpac.wp.imt.fr/
12According to Lederer [54], this is an appropriate segment dura-

tion for an environment with low delay (due to MEC-based deliv-

ery) but high bandwidth fluctuations (due to the potentially varying

channel conditions of mobile users), helping clients adapt faster to

bandwidth changes and limit stalls.
13The theory that quality impairment factors have an additive

effect on the psychological scale is due to Allnatt [55].
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the Pseudo-Subjective Quality Assessment (PSQA)14 ap-

proach [59], and in particular the PSQA tool of Singh et

al. [60], configuring it to ignore QP-related impairments.

On the other hand, for measuring picture quality impair-

ments (IQP ) we apply the QoE estimation model devel-

oped in the context of the VIPEER project [61]. This tool

ignores the effects of interruptions and only considers the

average value of the QP for each QoE measurement win-

dow (16 s of video, in our case). Subtracting the IQP and

IPI values from the maximum possible MOS correspond-

ing to excellent quality (i.e., 5), we get the MOS value for

the specific measurement window:

MOS = 5− IQP − IPI . (6)

To be able to measure and export the PI and QP informa-

tion necessary for our QoE calculations, we have appro-

priately extended the open-source MP4Client video player

and ffmpeg’s libavcodec encoding/decoding library, and820

installed them at the UE hosts.

5.2. Quality of Experience evaluation

In this section, we present the results of our experi-

mental evaluation, showing our proposed scheme to offer

improvements in terms of user experience. For the sake of825

comparison, we tested four different video delivery scenar-

ios.

1. In the first scenario, we apply our proposed MEC-

assisted mechanisms and video representation assign-

ment algorithm executed by the CVSO aiming to830

maximize the overall user experience. The exper-

imental results obtained under this scenario are la-

belled as “RAN-aware” and are shown in green boxes

in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

14The PSQA methodology involves training a Random Neural Net-

work (RNN) using data from subjective tests. The trained RNN clas-

sifier can then be applied to calculate the expected MOS for specific

values of the input parameters.

2. In the second scenario, the video bitrate is fixed to835

a low value for all users. The corresponding curves

in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are labelled as “Fixed [low

quality]” and are shown with blue cross points.

3. In the third scenario, the video bitrate is fixed to a

medium value for all users. Such experimental re-840

sults labelled as “Fixed [medium quality]” are de-

picted by means of pink dots in Figure 3 and Fig-

ure 4.

4. In the last scenario, the default receiver-driven bi-

trate adaptation algorithm is used, where the video845

player estimates the available bandwidth and accord-

ingly selects one of the available video representa-

tions. The experimental results obtained under this

scenario are labelled as “Receiver-driven” and are

depicted as orange stars in Figure 3 and Figure 4.850

In all our experiments the video streams of the two

UEs are started with a maximum difference of 5 s, thus

their playout is not synchronized. We ignore the first 30 s

of playout, considering it a warm-up period and so as to

ensure that both video streams are already ongoing when855

we start our measurements. We should note that x-axis

corresponds to video time and not wall clock time. This

is necessary for a fairer comparison of the achieved MOS

across the different benchmarks: Each QoE value corre-

sponds to a window of 16 s15 and is a function of the video860

interruptions and the average QP value during this win-

dow. The QP value is controlled by the encoder, depends

also on the video content characteristics, and fluctuates

during the video. Therefore, we always compare QoE val-

ues that correspond to the same 16 s window and are thus865

calculated over the same sequence of video frames, across

the different experiments.

In scenario 1, the VSC is aware of the CQI values of

each mobile user accessing the video service and is able to

15Since we ignore the first 30 s, the first MOS value corresponds

to the 46-th second of video time.
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Figure 3: QoE for UE1 (CQI=15).

optimize the MOS of UE1 for the entire video duration870

obtaining the highest MOS values as shown in Figure 3.

Regarding UE2, as shown in Figure 4, the performance is

lower due to a lower CQI value.

In the second and third scenario, there is no aware-

ness of the network conditions and the video streaming875

bitrate is fixed. In the second scenario, a low video qual-

ity representation corresponding to a low video streaming

bitrate is imposed to satisfy also the video streaming de-

mand of the most disadvantaged UE (i.e., UE2). Due to

the low video streaming bitrate adopted in this scenario,880

the MOS experienced by both mobile users is less than the

one experienced in the first scenario where the video qual-

ity assignment is optimized. Then, in the third scenario,

to increase at least the MOS of the most advantaged UE,

video quality is improved by fixing a higher video stream-885

ing bitrate. The user experience of both UEs is improved,

as depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 4, but, in particular

for UE1, it is lower than the MOS obtained in scenario

1, where the appropriate video representation is assigned

with RAN awareness.890

In the fourth scenario, the adaptation of the video bi-

trate is left to the DASH client. In our tests, we ob-

served that the mobile user which starts streaming first

(e.g., UE2) quickly switches to a high-bitrate representa-

tion, thus requesting most of the available RAN capacity895

and maximizing its MOS. This causes the user that joins
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Figure 4: QoE for UE2 (CQI=10).

afterwards to start with a low initial estimate of the avail-

able bandwidth, thus selecting the lowest-quality represen-

tation and experiencing a low MOS, as shown in Figure 3

and Figure 4. It should be noted that the receiver-driven900

curves in both figures are truncated, since UE1’s video

stalls indefinitely after a few seconds. We repeated the

experiment multiple times, and this is something we con-

sistently observed across all repetitions. We attribute this

to a combination of the OAI eNodeB scheduler’s behavior905

in the face of downlink congestion16 and the behavior of

the specific video player when the TCP connections with

the VSS experience very large delays.

Finally, we calculate the average of the MOS values of

UE1 and UE2 for each of the above scenarios. As shown910

in Figure 5, the case when the CVSO is used scores con-

sistently higher.

5.3. ILP solution performance

Turning our attention to the performance of the CVSO

with respect to solving the ILP for video representation as-915

16The OAI RAN in our testbed operates in FDD mode with a

5 MHz channel bandwidth (25 PRBs). In these settings, we measured

the maximum downlink TCP throughput when a single UE was con-

nected to the eNodeB with a very good channel quality (CQI = 15)

to be in the order of 16 Mbps. The video bitrate of the highest qual-

ity representation in our experiments is already higher than 8 Mbps,

not including the overheads associated with video segmentation and

the HTTP protocol that is used as the underlying transport.
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Figure 5: Average QoE Comparison.

signment, we perform a set of experiments where we gen-

erate problem instances of varying sizes and evaluate the

execution time and the quality of the derived solutions for

the three candidate algorithms17 presented in Section 4.

We generated six video representations and measured their920

average MOS18 using the tools described in Section 5.1.

We ran our tests on an Intel i7 host with 8 CPU cores and

16 GB of RAM. All our experiments simulate a single-cell

scenario, since UEs compete for RAN resources only with

users in the same cell. The CVSO may simultaneously925

manage more than one cell, and will have to solve the as-

signment problem for each cell independently.

We vary the number of active UEs simultaneously con-

nected to a single cell and accessing the video service from

10 to 5000. (In practical 4G scenarios, the number of UEs930

in the connected state at the same eNodeB would not ex-

ceed a few hundreds.) For a given number of connected

users, we report mean values over 200 executions of each

algorithm with 95% confidence intervals. In each execu-

tion, the CQI value for each user is drawn uniformly at935

random from the [1, 15] range. Our experiment config-

uration is summarized in Table 3. The selected genetic

algorithm parameters were empirically shown to achieve a

good trade-off between execution time and solution quality

17The source code of these algorithms and tools to reproduce our

experiments can be found here: https://github.com/pfrag/vassign
18Assuming no interruptions, i.e., only considering the effects of

the QP on picture quality.

in our settings.940

Table 3: Experiment configuration

General settings

Channel bandwidth 20 Mhz (100 PRBs)a

Number of video representations {4, 6}

Number of video clients 10-5000

Number of iterations 200

Confidence intervals 95%

Video characteristics

Bitrates (Kbps) 117, 238, 487, 977,

1955, 3901

Corresponding MOS values 1.07, 1.43, 2.69, 4.18,

4.81, 4.96

GA parameters

Solution pool size 40

Generations to convergence 15b

Maximum number of generations 30

Crossover rate 0.5

Mutation rate 0.0c

a In all our experiments, we assume that all 100 PRBs

are available to the video streaming service.

b Number of consecutive generations for which the fitness

value of the best candidate solution does not change

significantly. After that, the GA is considered to have

converged and terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm

terminates when a maximum number of generations

has been reached.

c After experimenting with various configurations, we

found that mutation does not offer significant advan-

tages and thus we do not apply it.

The branch-and-cut algorithm implemented using the

ILOG CPLEX optimization suite19 is an exact one, thus

it derives the optimal solution. On the other hand, being

heuristics, the genetic algorithm (GA) and the baseline

one may fail to reach the optimal. Figure 6 presents the945

19https://www.ibm.com/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio
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absolute value of the objective function (sum of QoE) of

the solutions returned by each algorithm. We note that

for congested scenarios (e.g., when there are thousands

of UEs), all three algorithms derive the optimal solution,

which is however one where a small ratio (decreasing as the950

number of UEs grows) of UEs receive video, and this is of

the lowest possible quality. Figure 7 compares the two

heuristic algorithms in terms of how well they approach

the optimal solution for a scenario where all 6 video repre-

sentations with the characteristics presented in Table 3 are955

available. The metric of interest is the ratio of the objec-

tive function value of the solution returned by a heuristic

compared with the optimal. It can be observed that it is in

the realistic scenarios where the optimality gap is larger. It

should be pointed out, though, that in all the cases we eval-960

uated, the solutions returned by the GA have on average

a value of 0.89 of the optimal or higher, while the baseline

returned solutions as low as 0.5 of the optimal (for scenar-

ios with 70-80 UEs). After a certain point, namely beyond

500 users, the performance of the two heuristic solutions965

becomes almost identical (but still suboptimal), while for

more than 1300 users both the GA and the baseline prac-

tically always manage to return the optimal solution, and

thus the optimality ratio reaches 1.0.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the three algorithms in terms of the absolute

objective function value. Six video representations are available.

The behaviour of the three algorithms is qualitatively970
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Figure 7: Solution quality of the GA and the baseline heuristics.

The reported values are the ratio of the objective function value

returned by each of the two algorithms to that of the optimal solu-

tion returned by the branch-and-cut algorithm of CPLEX. Six video

representations are available.

different and this is demonstrated by the number of UEs

that each algorithm eventually serves with (any) video.

Due to its operation, i.e., starting by assigning to as many

users as possible the minimum quality video and progres-

sively attempting to improve their quality, the baseline al-975

gorithm tends to maximize the number of UEs that get at

least some video. One the other hand, in many of the real-

istic cases (10-500 UEs) the GA leaves significantly more

UEs without any video.20 This is demonstrated in Fig-

ure 8. At the same time, having as an objective to maxi-980

mize the sum of QoE values, the optimal solution strikes a

balance between the two: If we also consider the average

QoE across only the served UEs, i.e., the ones that are ad-

mitted to the video streaming service, shown in Figure 9,

the optimal solution offers a significantly better QoE than985

20To an extent, this is related with the way we generate the pool of

initial GA solutions. In particular, the initial solution pool includes

(i) randomly-generated solutions, (ii) solutions where as many UEs as

possible as covered with low-quality video, and (iii) solutions where

only the representation of the highest possible quality is assigned, and

thus fewer UEs are served. In low-congestion scenarios the genes of

the latter solutions have good chances to survive across generations,

and in such cases the GA may promote solutions where few UEs are

admitted, but with high MOS.
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the baseline while serving a significantly higher number of

UEs than the GA for the scenarios with up to 500 UEs.

The reader may observe that in scenarios with large

numbers of users, the quality of the video they enjoy is the

minimum possible. In Figure 9a, for example, where all 6990

representations are available, for large numbers of UEs the

average MOS across all served users is 1.07, which is un-

acceptable for most infotainment services. It is up to the

video service provider to control that. For instance, Fig-

ure 9b shows the average quality achieved across all served995

users when the service provider restricts the set of available

representations to only those that are characterized by a

MOS of 2.69 or more (i.e., the top four of the set of our

available representations). Since only the highest-bitrate

video representations are available, the ratio of UEs served1000

drops, as shown in Figure 8b. This is a trade-off that

the vertical needs to address by tuning the available video

qualities according to the specifics of the infotainment ser-

vice. Further adaptations to our model and algorithms to

account for individual user preferences could also be pos-1005

sible, where each user defines the minimum video quality

that they accept.

As expected, the exact algorithm comes with an in-

creased computational cost compared with the heuristic

ones. However, the results shown in Figure 10 demon-1010

strate that solving the problem to optimality takes less

than 200-300 ms for most practical cases, which is signif-

icantly less than the minimumUpdatePeriod. The genetic

algorithm and our simple baseline perform mach faster,

at the expense of suboptimal solutions. For large problem1015

instances, when the running time of the branch-and-cut al-

gorithm may become a concern, the CVSO operator may

select to switch to one of the heuristics, since they achieve

identical performance (see Figure 7) with a much lower

execution time (on average 232 ms and 17 ms in a scenario1020

with 2000 UEs for the GA and the baseline algorithm,

respectively). Therefore, whichever algorithm the opera-

tor selects to apply, the CVSO is able to adapt the video

streaming bitrate of each user to the network conditions

in a timely manner.1025

6. Discussion

There are some specific operational aspects that we

have not addressed in this article. First, the objective

function in our representation assignment model aims to

maximize the sum of QoE values across the set of users1030

accessing the video service. This, however, provides no

fairness guarantees. For example, it is possible that it sac-

rifices on the viewing experience of some users, if serving

others with higher quality contributes towards maximizing

the global objective. It is a matter of the policy of the ver-1035

tical service provider to select a different objective function

which would offer better fairness performance. We defer

fairness issues to future work.

Another issue that we do not address here is when

and how often to execute the assignment algorithm. The1040

optimal choice depends on the dynamics of the environ-

ment and the particular settings under which the system

operates. In scenarios characterized by significant churn,

as would be the case in a highly distributed environment

where the many CVSO instances operate, each on a cell1045

of relatively small size and with fast moving vehicles, the

algorithm might have to be executed frequently, each time

the VSS front end notifies the VSC that the set of users

connected to a VSS instance changes. While this looks

as a significant overhead, one has to bear in mind that1050

with a small cell size comes a small set of connected users,

on which our algorithms have been shown to execute fast.

On the other hand, in an environment where few CVSO

instances are responsible for large service areas, it may

be acceptable to recalculate quality assignments periodi-1055

cally and at a lower frequency, even at multiples of the

minimumUpdatePeriod. In this case, what matters is to

reflect accurately the changes in channel quality, which is

also a function of the mobility characteristics of the ve-

hicles in the particular settings (e.g., urban scenarios vs.1060
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Figure 8: Comparison of the ratio of users which are admitted to the video streaming service, i.e., the ones that are assigned at least the

minimum-quality video.

highways). Overall, selecting when to execute the algo-

rithm, which algorithm to activate, and under which con-

figuration, are design decisions that have to be taken by

the vertical service provider given its operational environ-

ment. These are significant aspects that warrant further1065

research.

7. Conclusion

Taking advantage of the recent advances in the area

of Multi-access Edge Computing, we presented the de-

sign and implementation of a Connected Vehicle Service1070

Orchestrator that manages heterogeneous automotive ap-

plications at the mobile edge. Our system delivers QoE-

optimized infotainment video services coexisting with ser-

vices requiring a minimum capacity but high reliability

(e.g., road safety), and does so in a fully standards-based1075

way: Video is delivered using DASH technologies, which

are widely supported, and the proposed server-side video

quality optimizations take place in a way transparent to

the clients. At the same time, the proposed CVSO is de-

ployed on top of a standards-compliant MEC platform that1080

we have implemented, which exposes a RNI API adher-

ing to the recent ETSI specifications. Contrary to typical

receiver-driven video bit rate adaptation mechanisms, it is

our CVSO that decides on the optimal video quality per

user, based on the latter’s channel quality characteristics,1085

which are available via the RNIS.

Via testbed experiments over a MEC-capable LTE net-

work, we have shown our server-assisted video adapta-

tion scheme to improve on user experience. Finally, we

have proposed alternative algorithms to solve the video1090

representation assignment problem which exhibit different

trade-offs between optimality and execution time. By ex-

perimenting with problem instances that vary widely in

size, we explored these trade-offs and presented results

that can be used by the service provider to dynamically1095

select the algorithm to activate to attain specific response

time targets. The solution to the problem can be derived

fast even for large numbers of users, which combined with

our full system implementation and testbed experiments

demonstrate the feasibility of our architecture and its suit-1100

ability for MEC deployment.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the average QoE across all the users which are admitted to the video streaming service.
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